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05 min  intro
21 min  theory
43 min  operation 
50 min  orientation
69 min  experience



Preface

In a vast cosmos of  our perpetual surroundings, our built 
environment triumphs as an utterly inspirational and 
damning phenomenon. The cold touch of  concrete, the 
mystery of  shadow or the fragrance of  age penetrates our 
every memory. Each architectural nuance influences our 
human character. The sensitivity to our corporeal senses 
perceives rhythms in our imagination. Ethically, we must 
evolve our awareness to the built environment, for ar-
chitecture is more complex than the mere geometrics or 
a visual extraordinaire that we initially presumed. It is a 
passive entity heralding delight or dominating mankind.

But is architecture truly static or can it be an event?



“Dopamine is not the only brain chemical that has caught scientists’ attention. 
The neurotransmitter glutamate also appears to be related to schizophrenia (van 
Elst et al., 2005). People who take the hallucinogenic drug PCP, which affect 
glutamate, have symptoms that closely mimic schizophrenia (Murray, 2002). This 
occurs because glutamate influences brain activity in areas that control emotions 
and sensory information (Tsai & Coyle, 2002). Another tantalizing connection 
is the fact that stress alters glutamate levels, which in turn alter dopamine systems 
(Moghaddam, 2002)” 

D. Coon & J. Mitterer
Physiologists 



Cubical Picture

hallmark of jobs



“An efficient method of  mental torture is the use of  a constantly high 
level of  illumination that leaves no space for mental withdrawal or 
privacy” 

J. Pallasmaa
architect





Las Vegas Hotel that burned people



“Every McDonald’s, for instance, looks the same—the company delib-
erately tries to standardize stores’ architecture and what employees say 
to customers, so everything is a consistent cue to trigger eating routines” 

C. Duhigg
research author



Manufactured Landscapes
Edward Burtynsky and Jennifer Baichwal

photographer and director



“We need to start designing for our ears […] We are designing environments that make 
us crazy, and its not just our quality of  life that suffers, its our health, our social behavior 
and our productivity.” Even the spaces we want as most intimate—hospitals—
are slowing our healing and consequently hurting our well being. “Noise 
levels have doubled in the last few years. And it affects not just the patients but the people 
working there. I think we would like for dispensing errors to be zero, wouldn’t we. And 
yet as noise levels goes up, so do the errors in dispensing made by the staffing at the hos-
pital. Most of  all it affects the patient; and that could be you and me. Sleep is absolutely 
crucial to recovery and when threatening noise like this goes on, even if  you are able to 
sleep, my body is telling me, “”I am under threat.”” This is dangerous” 

J. Treasure
sound analyst



So how do we solve this problem?



“We in the western world are begin-
ning to discover our neglected senses. 
This growing awareness represents 
something of  an overdue insurgency 
against the painful deprivation of  sen-
sory experience we have suffered in our 
technologised world.”

Ashley Montagu 
anthropolgist
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Architecture
         We must design for the human 
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1 the theatrical stage
2 the body
3 intimacy
4 memories
5 the daydream
6 personality
7 museum



1 the theatrical stage







2 the body







3 intimacy







4 memories







5 the daydream





“Research suggests that we have all experienced it at some point in time. 
We use it to add cheerfulness to our day. Meditation and mild sensory de-
privation are ways to elicit the relaxation response. For many people, sit-
ting quietly and “resting” can be as effective. Similar stress reduction oc-
curs when people set aside time daily to engage in other restful activities, 
such as muscle relaxation, positive daydreaming, and even leisure reading.”

Coon and Mitterer
physiologists





6 personality







7 museum







Bathhouse



balneotherapy



Bathhouse examples
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Entrance
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Timbrel Vaulting

Ply-tile



Timbrel Test BLOCK Group
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The Power of the Lake
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